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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports the results of the analysis conducted by MULTIDRONE partners
aimed to identify requirements for media production making use of multi-drone audiovisual
capture systems. The scope of this work is to define requirements for a system aimed at
supporting a real professional production based on an ideal multi-drone system. The rationale
of this choice is that at this stage MULTIDRONE wants to produce a complete overview of
the challenges, limits, constraints and possibilities offered by the implied technologies (e.g.,
autonomous flight systems, computer vision, automated control, efficient human-in-the-loop
tools, integration with media production tools and processes) and put them in the context of
real industrial processes and use cases. The advantages of this approach are manifold: 1) it
helps identify long term strategic objectives of technology development even beyond the
project's lifetime; 2) it allows for a better design of the project's experimental cases making
them more in line with the future industrialisation of the system and more useful in general;
3) it helps in identifying the key technological, organisational and regulatory/legal concerns
on which to focus short-to-mid term development in the project.
In order to derive requirements we started from the definition of a layered approach made up
of three fundamental layers: usage scenarios (the objectives), media production (the process
through which achieving the objectives) and system platform (the infrastructure enabling and
supporting the process). For each of these layers we conducted a further breakdown analysis
to identify domains and sub-domains, each of which accounted for a specific set of
requirements. The result is a comprehensive set of requirement statements expressed in a
tabular form and enriched with textual descriptions and commentaries spanning across the
different technological and scientific aspects that the project plans to address. The
requirement analysis work detailed in this document can be considered a valid input to
technical developments taking place in WP3-4-5. The document also includes a hypothetical
development of the three scenarios adopted as a reference by the project (boat race, cycling
race and football match) under the light of a multi-drone shooting setting. This latter work
will be a starting point for the definition of experimental cases taking place in WP6, which
will undertake and demonstrate a relevant subset of the overall requirements here collected.
This subset will be specified along with the technical specifications expected in Deliverable
D2.2 and WP3-4-5 related deliverables.
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Introduction

1.1 Scope of this document
The scope of this work is to define requirements for a system aimed at supporting a real
professional production based on an ideal multi-drone system. As such, this document
represent a comprehensive set of requirements aimed at the design of an industrial-level
system rather than a list of constraints for the project experimentation cases. Nevertheless,
this work will form the basis of the subsequent design phases taking place in the project, and
specifically it will constitute the basis for the development of system specification (D2.2).
The system specification phase will prioritize these requirements with respect to: a) whether
they are related to the overall scope and scientific/technical objectives of MULTIDRONE;
and b) their technical feasibility given the resources and timeplan. This will result in a list of
features that will be actually researched and developed within the project.
Given the above outlined context, the methodology used for the development of requirements
is based on the following elements: 1) the observation of the current state of the art in drone
cinematography (which is mostly single-drone) with the intention of defining some basic
fundamental multi drone setups; 2) brainstorming sessions and workshops with member
broadcasters’ production departments. In order to structure the unstructured input collected
during workshops and brainstorming we followed a layered approach made up of three
fundamental layers: usage scenarios (the objectives), media production (the process through
which achieving the objectives) and system platform (the infrastructure enabling and
supporting the process). For each of these layers we conducted a further breakdown analysis
to identify domains and sub-domains, each of which accounted for a specific set of
requirements
Figure 1 shows a block diagram representing the followed approach to outline the different
types of requirements belonging to each specific part of a multi drone platform for a media
production environment. Every block will then be examined into the document in order to
detail foreseen relevant requirements.
In particular, after a section about the state of the art in the use of drones in media production
(Section 2), Section 3 introduces specific requirements related to the three proposed use
cases, while Section 4 details the Media Production requirements. System Platform
requirements follow in section 5 while Section 6 highlights requirements related to
Production Logistics. Finally, Appendix A reports a Glossary of terms and concepts
introduced or referenced all throughout the document as well as a list of acronyms and
abbreviations, and Appendix B reports a technical paper collecting the most relevant concepts
from the deliverable and extending further some parts with illustrations and discussions.
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Figure 1.Requirement analysis approach

In the recent years, drones equipped with cameras have been commonly used in movie
production. Furthermore, at the same period, drones started being used in broadcasting,
notably in covering sports, natural disasters, travelogues, primary in areas difficult to reach
by other means. The main hindering factor in such uses of drones are regulatory and safety
issues. Such issues are core target research areas in MULTIDRONE and are addressed in this
document as well. Furthermore, MULTIDRONE will research the use of multiple drones in
media production.
Such a multiple drone setup has several advantages, as detailed in Section 2:
a) coverage of an event from multiple angles, possibly in different framing styles,
b) uninterrupted coverage of a longer event, by adopting an appropriate drone
swapping policy,
c) the production of multiple event views can greatly enhance the cinematographic
media experience.
Another very interesting aspect of MULTIDRONE is the fact that it foresees three different
experimental media scenarios (productions), namely: a) a boat race, b) a cycling race and c) a
football match. These scenarios have different specific requirements that are detailed in
Section 3. For example, the target speeds (rowing boat, cyclists, football players) and
versatility of movement is different. The terrain and the range to be covered differs as well.
The safety issues also vary, the most difficult being the football scenario (due to the existence
of audience in the stadium), as detailed in the subsection on regulatory issues.
In addition to the above-mentioned scenario-specific requirements, the MULTIDRONE
platform has certain media production requirements that span all three experimental
scenarios, as detailed in Section 4. More specifically, in this context, drones are video sources
that should be compatible with the overall media production workflow, e.g., in terms of video
quality, resolution, format and camera control. Furthermore, media-related production
requirements are needed both for the pre-production and for the production phase. Preproduction requirements are related to:
a) mission preparation (e.g., map production, target specification), mission definition and
overall mission planning,
b) cinematographic rule planning,
c) training data ingestion and system training,
d) system and flight emergency procedure definition.
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Production requirements are related to:
a) multidrone system control (manual/automatic control, target following, system
replanning),
b) safety or media event detection and handling,
c) data/resource sharing among the system units,
d) handling of safety and ethics (primarily privacy) issues and concerns.
Another important aspect of media production requirements is related to drone shooting and
drone cinematography. First, general multiple drone shooting requirements are introduced,
e.g., avoidance of mutual shooting, avoidance of same camera perspectives and framing. To
this end, the characteristics of various framing types (e.g., long shot, close-ups) and
drone/camera motion types are specified. The medium term aim is to define a language of
drone cinematography. Drone/camera motion types are defined at a single-drone level. Their
combinations at a multiple drone level are essentially unlimited and offers immense
opportunities to create new media experiences, to be studied in WP4.
Such multiple drone shooting plans are then detailed for the three experimental productions,
so that the multiple drones are used in a cinematographically meaningful way. The plans are
different for each experimental production.
The boat race production has two scenarios for shooting the rowing boats: a) one involving
two drones, flying in front of the boats and modifying their behaviour close to the finish line;
b) a ‘dancing drone’ scenario, involving two drones overflying the target in opposite
directions (towards and opposite the motion direction of the target boats, respectively).
The cycling race scenario intends to shoot an uphill cycling segment, where few cyclists
breakaway from the rest of the group. The three drones involved will track and shoot the lead
cyclist, the cyclist breakaway and the rest of the group at various framing types, ranging from
close-ups to long shots.
The football match scenario has completely different requirements for the use of drones. Due
to safety and regulatory reasons, drones should fly at a distance from the audience and the
football players, along the football field sidelines. The drones will track the ball and lead
players (scenario 1) or the ball at varying configurations (scenario 2).
In order to attain the MULTIDRONE media production needs, system platform/hardware
requirements have been produced, as detailed in Section 5. They consist of four parts:
1)
Drone requirements, notably a) physical ones (e.g., drone speed, weight, flight time,
flight stability), and b) perception/autonomy/safety ones (e.g., obstacle detection and
avoidance, emergency handling, target detection/tracking).
2)
On board A/V equipment requirements on a) cameras (e.g., on video streaming,
resolution, frame rate, camera/gimbal control, still photography) and b) on-drone
A/V storage (memory type and size).
3)
Communication requirements are primarily related to: a) video transmission (e.g.,
video coding, bitrate, resolution, latency, encapsulation) and b) control signal
transmission requirements (e.g., control latency).
4)
Ground infrastructure requirements are related to: a) general ground infrastructure
functionalities (manageability, movability, no interference to existing systems), b)
interfacing to studio equipment (e.g., on standards, commodity computing hardware,
video transportation), c) human-computer interfaces and dashboards (ergonomy,
minimal impact on workflow, A/V source mixing and delivery, online mission
control, management of notifications, POI geolocalization).
Finally, Section 6 details the production team structure and the logistic requirements.
Therein, the role of each main team player is presented, notably of the line producer, director,
flight supervisor, pilot(s), cameramen and technicians.
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2. State of the Art of Drones in Media Production
This section gives an overview of the current state of the art in the use of drones in different
fields of the media production environment, such as the movie production (Section 2.1) and
the broadcasting (Section 2.2). In addition, Section 2.3 presents the state-of-the-art in dronecinematography research and Section 2.4 describes some limitations of single drone shooting
systems.

2.1. Drones in movie production
In the past years the use of drones in movie productions became common. Thanks to their
higher flexibility and lower costs, drones are substituting both, dollies (static cranes) and
helicopters. They allow for pan shots starting inside a building and removing up to an altitude
of one hundred meters.
Drones equipped with cameras can be used for shooting inside and outside buildings. They
are suitable for filming landscapes from different angles as well as (car) chases in action
movies. Literal birds’ eye views as well as 360 degree views of persons and objects
significantly improve the experience of watching. Last but not least, drones are a very timeand cost-saving means in movie production today.
The probably most well-known example for the use of drones in movie productions is James
Bond – Skyfall (2012) (Figure 2). The opening scene is a motorbike chase taking place on the
rooftops of a bazaar in Istanbul. Parts of this sequence were shot with drone-mounted
cameras.

Figure 2. Skyfall, Motorbike Chase Filmed with Camera-equipped Drone© 2012 Danjaq, LLC, United Artists
Corporation, Columbia Pictures Industries

Another example of the early use of drones in Hollywood productions is Martin Scorsese’s
The Wolf of Wall Street (2013) (Figure 3). Drones were used to shoot some of the footage
from the party scene.
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Figure 3.The Wolf of Wall Street, Party Scene Filmed with Camera-equipped Drone. Copyright © 2013 TWOWS,
LLC

As drones became more affordable and their technology (such as collision-avoiding sensors)
improved, the use of drones in film producing companies boosted in the past two years.
The New York City Drone Film Festival was the world’s first drone film festival dedicated to
the usage of drone in cinematography. At least 50% of the footage of films competing in this
festival must be shot using a drone.
The trend of using drones in movie productions will continue moving forward. Drones are
already an important part in film-making today.

2.2. Drones in broadcasting
Originally conceived as strategic military tools, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), more
commonly known as drones, have become useful for a plethora of new services e.g.,
scientific data collection, agricultural applications. More recently, the use of drones has
become quite popular in the broadcasters’ domain and news agencies have begun to embrace
drones for aerial newsgathering. For example, in early October 2016, drone footage became
an integral part of the coverage by many media outlets to show the destruction caused by
Hurricane Matthew on Haiti [NBC] (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Drone’s image of Haiti disaster left by Hurricane Matthew Copyright © NBC NEWS

Despite a number of legal restrictions, drones offer broadcasters an attractive option for live
coverage of sports, weather-related events, natural disasters or from particularly difficult
areas. Drones literally deliver a new angle on the big story.
As of sports, for example, drones have been used in major international sporting events such
as the Olympics. Indeed, during 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi [SOCHI2014] (Figure 5),
Russia, and Rio Summer Olympics of 2016 [RIO2016] the Olympic Broadcasting Services
(“OBS”) established in 2001 by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) [OBS] used
drone cameras to cover several events.

Figure 5. Drone filming a Slopestyle snowboarding event during 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi Copyright ©
Olympic Broadcasting Services

Production companies that are specialised on sport events use drones not only for beautyMULTIDRONE
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shots but as part of the general coverage itself. The use of drones during big sport events such
as Football, Olympic Games or Formula One might still be limited due to legal and safety
reasons. But some niche events are already extensively using drones in video production and
distribution. One good example is the “World Rally Championship” (WRC), where drone
footage is a fundamental part of the broadcasting-repertoire. Also due to the close
cooperation between the WRC and the drone manufacturer DJI, several drone pilots are
involved in the production process from this year onwards (example:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QaiAU8C4c_4 ). According to the WRC organisers,
drones allow close-ups from short distances and low altitudes without having to fly above the
cars or groups of spectators. The footage is stored on Micro-SD-cards that are removed and
processed after landing. Live streaming into the broadcasting studio is possible as well, but
has not been practised at the WRC yet.
Drone footage adds value to the filming of concerts and music festivals as it gives viewers a
realistic view of the size and dynamics of the event without having to use highly expensive
equipment such as helicopters (Error! Reference source not found.).

Figure 6. Superbowl half-time show filmed with drones. Source: Wikimedia commons,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Super_Bowl_LI_halftime_show_03.jpg

In advertising, commercial film producers have realised the cost savings than can be achieved
by using drones (example: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5MpFghXE_bQ ).
More and more media agencies and post-production houses use drones for special visual
effects, especially as the technology and the video quality have improved considerably.
As already stated, there are regulations restricting the use of drones in many circumstances
e.g., visual line-of-sight between the drone and its pilot is required, limits on maximum flight
height or proximity to crowds. However, rules are supposed to always evolve to become less
burdensome and some restrictions may be overhauled in the near future.

2.3. Drone Cinematography
MULTIDRONE
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Drone cinematography is expected to revolutionize A/V shooting, pretty much as Steadicam
did back in the 70s [GOL2016]. So far, this topic was hardly researched at all and shooting is
done primarily on an ad-hoc basis. It is obvious that the potential use of drones in video
production and broadcasting opens up numerous opportunities for new forms of content,
enhanced viewer engagement and interactivity. For example, it immensely facilitates
flexibility in shot set up and the ultimate adaptation potential to changing circumstances in
wide area events. It enables the formation of dynamic panoramas, novel multiview and 360
degree approaches. However, there are numerous problems that first need to be overcome in
order for this paradigm to be successful, notably the creation of a new shot type/sequencing
taxonomy. Furthermore, drone cinematography should take into account the band-limited
nature of the video communication channel and the impact of compression on the resulting
shot.
Automated intelligent shooting/cinematography/editing is relatively recent as a research field
and the related literature is small in volume. For example, the related Workshop on Intelligent
Cinematography and Editing (WICED) [WIC2015], perhaps the only workshop/conference in
this area (now in its 5th edition) has every year only around 10 papers. To the best of our
knowledge, so far, there is no research specifically oriented towards the intelligent multiple
drone shooting/cinematography. In [GAR2015], an optimization-based algorithm is presented
that processes off-line a single high resolution video from a static camera filming a staged
event and outputs a set of virtual pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) moving camera feeds obeying
cinematographic principles and user-provided constraints, regarding which actors should be
contained and how they should be framed. In [CAR2013], the video input from a robotic
camera, which tracks and actively follows a pre-defined region-of-interest (e.g., the current
centroid of all players in a basketball game), is processed in real-time to produce a virtual
camera video output following a smooth, aesthetically pleasing trajectory.
Automated shooting/editing, in the case of simultaneous multiple camera filming, presents
more specific challenges. In [ARE2014], an optimization-based algorithm is presented for the
computation of a single, aesthetically pleasing video, conforming to basic cinematographic
guidelines (such as the 180-degree rule and jump cut avoidance) from raw feeds coming
separately from multiple cameras. Operating also within a multi-camera context, automated
editing is considered as a problem of camera selection over time [DAN2011]. [GAN2015]
describes a framework for automatically computing a variety of cinematically plausible shots
from a single input video suitable to the special case of live performances. Acting as a virtual
camera assistant to the film editor, who can call novel shots in the edit room with a
combination of high-level instructions and manually selected keyframes.
Finally, end-to-end systems that are able to execute specific UAV shooting missions have
been developed as well. An end-to-end system that guides a UAV outdoors, in order to
autonomously capture high-quality footage based on cinematographic rules has been
presented in [JOU2016]. Static shots based on well-established visual composition principles
and canonical shots, as well as transitions between shots are computed automatically. In
[JOU2015], the authors present a tool for specifying shot types using key-frames, and
executing a drone mission in order to capture them autonomously. In [SAEED2017], the
authors present an autonomous system that calculates the appropriate number of drones, in
order to maximise the coverage of targets from appropriate viewpoints.

2.4. Limitations of single-drone shooting
As outlined in the previous sections, the current state of the art of film and television shooting
with drones is essentially based on the use of single drones, which inherently leads to
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limitations compared to the use of a drone's swarm.
In the following some of these limitations are presented, considering the main types of
shooting occurring in typical media production: 1) offline shooting with full post-production
editing (i.e. for TV programmes or movies); 2) filming of live events for deferred broadcast
and thus with potential post-production modifications (i.e. for deferred TV programmes); and
3) full live events shooting (i.e. for live TV programmes) with limited post-production
effects.
In the first case (offline shooting with full post-production editing), the single available
drone works at different times to produce several takes, which will be processed and edited
in the post-production phase. This scenario has some serious limitations such as the fact that
by having only one drone one cannot have a true shooting of a scene in the very same
moment from different points in space (and hence from different points of view), but a single
shot of each subject or scene for each instant of time. This means that one has to choose
whether to build the programme with less raw material or to extend the time (and costs) of
shooting in order to be able to film all scenes from different angles pretending that the
shootings have been executed at the same time. In the latter case, however, especially for
outdoors shooting, as long as the shooting time changes, the scene will never be exactly the
same, at most as similar as possible but never identical. For example, due to varying lighting
conditions, editing the programme may require further manual processing during the postproduction phase.
If we then consider the case of live events for deferred broadcasting, thus allowing postproduction modifications, the scene is potentially different (e.g. in terms of illumination) at
any time with no chance to recreate it ad hoc if needed; uninterrupted shooting of such a
scene by a single drone is possible (with the exception of time intervals when the drone has to
fly back to the recharging platform and has to be possibly substituted by another) but, at any
given time instance, the scene is still observed from a single point of view. Indeed in this case
(as in the previous one) one cannot shoot the same subject from different angles at the same
time, having as a result that the amount of material available for post-production activities is
definitely smaller and, consequently, the artistic and creative possibilities for the director are
greatly reduced.
Finally, one-drone shooting of live events bears all disadvantages of shooting a live event
with a single hand-held camera.No extensive editing work can be done on images, if
necessary (these are limited to online video processing to enhance picture quality), thus, the
director must be able to capture each moment at best to give the end user an optimal fruition
experience. Among the limitations of using a single drone in the case of full live events
shooting, as mentioned above, the main one is that with only one drone one has a single point
of view of a subject or a scene in each time instance. Furthermore the coverage of a whole
area of interest takes place slower than in a multi-drone environment, since one always has to
wait the drone arriving in a specific point in the space coming, for example, from distant
locations in the same area. Another limitation to point out is that by using only one drone the
representation of the whole space of interest at any moment can result in a «flat» visual
experience for the customer. Conversely having more than one drone covering partially
overlapping portions of space at the same time can create three-dimensional effects and
eventually originate new cinematography styles through the integration of the different
content shot by each drone of a swarm. Finally, by using a single drone for tracking a subject
you get more static and less immersive images, while exploiting the simultaneous presence of
more drones could lead to a great enhancement of the end-user experience through more
dynamic and engaging cinematographic effects.
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3. Scenario-specific requirements
In this Section, scenario-specific requirements are described, in order to serve as a starting
point for the definition of the different requirements of multiple drone media production to be
elicited from the end-users. To this end, requirements related to e.g., the required system data
ingestions, drone range-to-be covered, etc. are specified for each experimental scenario in the
subsequent Sections, respectively.
The technical implementation aspects of these scenario-specific requirements will be
presented in Deliverable D2.2. The technical feasibility issues will be investigated in the
same framework. The regulatory issues related to the three scenarios are presented in section
3.4. However the full details about regulatory issues are presented in Deliverable 8.1.

3.1. Boat Race Scenario
The rowing boat race scenario refers to the race of two or more rowing boats along a river
and/or lake. Pre-production starts with an analysis of the race topography leading to a georeferenced 3D model of the boat race course to be loaded. On the race day itself, the
production team will set up the drone recharge and recovery stations along the banks of the
lake/river. As the race begins, the drones assigned to filming positions keep station alongside
the boats unless the director decides to change the way of shooting depending on the
development of the race. The set-up (including the number of drones or the positioning of the
ground station and the different units) needs to be adequate in order to cover a long-distance
race over water for a duration of up to one hour. The ultimate goal is to cover the most
exciting moments of the race as well as the finish and the celebrations of the victorious team.
Table 1. Boat Race scenario requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

BR1

Regatta
course map
data ingest

The system shall be able to 1
ingest
and
manage
available
map
data
regarding the boat race
being produced

data about topography,
POI’s, obstacles (trees,
houses, bridges, etc.)
along the course

BR2

Boat data
ingest

The system shall be able to 2
ingest
and
manage
available data regarding
the boats

data about shapes,
colours, boat number,
etc.

BR3

Rowers data The system shall be able to 3
ingest
ingest
and
manage
available data regarding
the rowers

E.g., rowers’ names
and photos

BR4

Water
rescue
system

Rescue buoy that
avoids sinking of
drone to save as much
equipment as possible
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(SD cards, etc.)
BR5

Naval
control unit

The system shall have a 1
production unit on a boat
with the following tasks: 1.
operating drones in line of
sight, 2. search and rescue
in case of crash, 3. host
ground station

operating in line of
sight is a legal
requirement

BR6

Land-based
battery
change
unit(s)

The system shall have a 1
land-based
production
unit(s)
that
is/are
responsible for changing
batteries
and
other
technical support

it seems highly risky
and challenging to
perform these tasks on
a boat on open water

BR7

Range to be
covered

The system shall be 1
designed to be able to
cover a range of 15km

BR8

Mission
Duration

The system shall be 1
designed to be able to
cover an event with a
duration of maximum one
hour

BR9

Radio
localisation

A radio-based system for 2
localization of target may
be used to improve
precision.

3.2. Cycling race Scenario
This scenario refers to a case in which a multidrone system is used to film highlight moments
of a cycling race (e.g., the Giro d’Italia) with innovative aerial cinematography. Due to the
high length of cycling races stages (several hundred kilometres normally), it is impossible to
plan full coverage with drones, even if for a contribution to the main broadcast programme.
Hence, the use of drones (and multidrone teams) is envisaged as a unit that can provide highend additional content to the broadcast programme, e.g., during the stage finish. In this case it
is also particularly important to exploit all available data (e.g., cyclists’ images, points of
interests).
Table 2. Cycling race scenario requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

CR1

Cycling
stage

The system shall be able to 1
ingest and manage available
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map data
ingest

map data regarding the
cycling race being captured

be identified/tracked
along the track

CR2

Human
targets
data
ingest

The system shall be able to 1
ingest and manage available
data regarding the cyclists

E.g., cyclists names
and photos

CR3

On the
field
swarm
support
unit(s)

The system shall be designed 1
in order to have enough on
the field production unit(s)
that are responsible for
changing
batteries
and
additional technical support

CR4

Range to
be
covered

The system shall be designed 2
to be able to cover a shooting
range of 10km

CR5

Mission
duration

The system shall be designed 1
to be able to cover an event
with a duration of up to one
hour

CR6

Radio
localisati
on

A radio-based system (or 2
alternative technology) for
localization of target may be
used to improve precision.

A key part of a cycling
race stage (e.g., final
part of a climb)

3.3. Football Match Scenario
The Football Match Scenario refers to the use of drones not only for covering a football
match from different angles but also for analysing the specific tactics of selected players.
Drones are used to track and film these players (and the ball) throughout the entire duration
of the match. Because of the unpredictability of the game, this tracking and filming needs to
happen mainly autonomously. The goal is to capture the movements and actions of the
selected players in relation to the ball and the other players at any given moment in the game.

Table 3. Football match scenario requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

FR1

Football
stadium
map data
ingest

The system shall be able to 1
ingest
and
manage
available
map
data
regarding the football pitch
and stadium in general
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Player data
ingest

The system shall be able to 2
ingest
and
manage
available data regarding
two selected players

FR3

Range to be
covered

The system shall be 1
designed to be able to
cover a range of 200m

FR4

Radio
localisation

A radio-based system (or 2
alternative technology) for
localization of target may
be used to improve
precision.

FR5

Mission
Duration

The system shall be 1
designed to be able to
cover a duration of
maximum one hour
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E.g., players’ names,
jersey number and
photos

Fast,
unpredictable
movements of players
and the ball

3.4 Regulatory issues
The production of the experimental scenarios described above is subject to regulatory issues,
associated with the corresponding German and Italian drone flight regulation authorities.
According to both, each employed UAV will be registered and piloted by a licenced UAV
pilot.
As for the practical implementation of the cycling race scenario, a couple of regulation
restrictions are particularly important to consider: the first one is about the permitted distance
from crowds, that for the Italian regulations is 50 m and the second one is about the
maximum horizontal distance of the drone to the pilot, which is limited to 500 m. In both
cases some solutions can be foreseen, for example asking for specific permissions as of the
distance from crowds, or planning to overcome the second restriction by providing relay
pilot-drone installations.
The rowboats race and football match scenarios will be held in Germany, and will be
regulated by the related Aviation Authority of the associated Bundesland. For every UAV
weighing more than 5.0 kg, a flight authorization must be issued by the competent authority.
Moreover, since UAVs are not allowed to operate less than 100m distance from crowds
(defined as more than 12 individuals by German law), efforts to obtain individual
dispensations will be required, primarily in the case of the football scenario.
Detailed regulatory issues aredescribed in Deliverable D8.1. The project will revise and
reassess the regulatory framework when designing the actual experimental media productions
during the 3rd year of the project.
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4. Media Production requirements
This Section describes the media production requirements that are common in all three
experimental productions but also in other types of productions. In the A/V production
context, drone cameras are video sources that should be compatible with the overall media
production workflow, e.g., in terms of video quality, resolution, format and camera control.
Furthermore, media production requirements are needed both for the pre-production and for
the production phase.
Another important aspect of media production requirements is related to drone shooting and
drone cinematography. General multiple drone shooting requirements are important, as well
as requirements on video framing types (e.g., long shot, close-ups) and drone/camera motion
types. Drone/camera motion types are first defined at a single-drone level, while multiple
drone shooting plans are then detailed for the three experimental productions.

4.1. General Media Production requirements
4.1.1 Drones as video sources
The usage of a multi-drone system in broadcasting is requested to comply with the general
requirements implied by the production workflow. A multi-drone system, under this
perspective, can be assimilated to a multi-camera system with advanced control and
cinematography functionalities. The fundamental requirements under this respect are
illustrated in the following Table.
Table 4. Drones as video sources requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

G1

Seamless
switch

The video source 1
switch from one drone
to any other shall be
seamless, i.e. no loss
of
picture
synchronisation shall
occur

G2

Comparable
quality

The video sources 1
generated by drones
A/V equipment shall
not be perceivably
different from other
available sources in
terms
of
picture
quality

E.g., the bitrate should be
equivalent to the one used
for
other
external
contributions

G3

Comparable
resolution

The video sources 1
generated by drones
A/V equipment should

to minimise impact on
latency introduced by
image up/down scalers and
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not be too much
different from the
other available sources
in terms of resolution
and frame rate

rate converters

to minimise impact on
latency introduced by
format conversions

G4

Video
formats &
codecs

The video formats and 2
codecs of the sources
generated
by
the
drones A/V equipment
shall be among the
ones usable in the
studio environment

G5

End-to-end
command
latency

The
end-to-end 1
latency
measurable
between
any
command issued and
the
corresponding
observation of its
effect shall be as short
as possible (in any
case less than 1
second)

G6

A/V camera
control

The control of all 1
editorial aspects of the
A/V cameras shall be
under the exclusive
responsibility
and
control of the director.

E.g., if the A/V content is
opportunistically used to
track
targets
autonomously, then the
tracking shall not be preemptive over the director’s
decisions

4.2. High-level Media Production Requirements
Media production using drones (as any media production) has a pre-production (preparatory)
and the production (shooting) phase. User requirements on both phases are very important.
Pre-production requirements are related to the preparation of the MULTIDRONE system for
production/shooting. Requirements for mission preparation (e.g., map production, target
specification), mission definition and overall mission planning are given first, followed by
requirements about cinematographic rule planning. Requirements for training data ingestion
and system training are important for MULTIDRONE system perception and thus they are
also presented in this section. Finally, requirements about system and flight emergency
procedures are defined.
The first part of Production requirements is related to MULTIDRONE system control
(manual/automatic control, target following, system replanning), followed by requirements
on safety or media event detection and handling. Data/resource sharing among the
MULTIDRONE system units has its own requirements as well. Finally, another important
requirement is about the handling of safety and ethics (primarily privacy) issues and
concerns.
MULTIDRONE
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4.2.1. Pre-production

Table 5. Pre-production requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

PP1

Maps
handling

The system shall be 1
able to read/edit
detailed maps and
related annotations
regarding the place
where the shooting
mission is going to
take place

Important
info
are
topography, presence of
obstacles (buildings, wires,
etc), no-fly zones, POIs

PP2

Maps
annotations

The system shall be 1
able to read and
manage (i.e., store,
retrieve,
modify,
delete) annotations
of maps

E.g., race track, start line, end
line, ROIs, ground station
position

PP3

Shooting
mission
simulation

The system should 3
be able to simulate
the shooting mission
based
on
the
sequence of shooting
actions decided by
the user

The system will take into
account
key
context
information (e.g., forecasted
weather)

PP4

Interactive
planning

The system shall 1
support interactive
planning of the
shooting mission

E.g., the system shall
evaluate
real-time
the
feasibility of the proposed
shooting actions and give the
user immediate feedback

PP5

Planning
outputs

Out of the planning 1
phase, the system
shall give the user all
relevant outputs

E.g., the system shall inform
the user about recharging
locations, re-charging times
estimation, planned routes

PP6

Initial
configuration

It shall be possible, 1
for each shooting
mission to indicate
the starting drone
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team configuration
PP7

Definition of
shooting
mission

It shall be possible to 1
define a sequence of
shooting actions and
mission
configurations
(action plan) to be
executed by the
drones during a
shooting mission

PP8

Rules
selection

It shall be possible to 1
select a predefined
sequence of standard
shooting actions in
reaction
to
predetermined
categories of events
detected by the
system

E.g. “if there is a breakaway,
then follow the leader”

PP9

Visual target
specification
via examples

It shall be possible to 1
define an interesting
visual target through
the specification of
visual examples of
the target

E.g., different views of a
monument,
photos
of
athletes, logos of sponsors

PP10

Target
specification
via GPS

It shall be possible to 1
define an interesting
visual target through
the specification of
its GPS coordinates

E.g., different views of a
monument.

PP11

Multiple
drone teams

The system shall be 2
able to manage
multiple drone teams
to
implement
a
shooting mission

E.g., drone team B takes over
drone team A at a certain
shooting action

PP12

System
emergency
procedures
configuration

It shall be possible to 1
configure procedures
as a response to a
system emergency

E.g.,
when
a
system
emergency is signalled, each
drone of the swarm has to fly
back to its nearest emergency
landing site location

PP13

Drone
emergency
procedures
configuration

It shall be possible to 1
configure procedures
as a response to a
single
drone

E.g., when an emergency on
a drone is signalled, the
involved drone has to fly
back to its nearest emergency
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emergency

landing site location

4.2.2. Production

Table 6. Production requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

PR1

Online
replanning

It
shall
be 1
possible
to
change
the
shooting mission
parameters
and
shooting actions
during the actual
production

PR2

Target following The drone team 1
shall be able to
autonomously
implement
strategies
to
follow and film
targets specified
during planning
exploiting visual
input

PR4

Drone resource
sharing

Drones in the 2
drone team shall
be able to share
resources in case
of need

E.g., sharing video data
streaming capacity

PR5

Manual control

At each moment 1
in time during a
shooting mission
it
shall
be
possible for the
pilot to take full
manual control of
her drone in the
drone team

The pilot intervention will
override all commands sent
from the ground station.

PR6

Handling of

The system shall 1

E.g.,
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unexpected
events

be able to change
the
shooting
mission
to
address
unexpected
events

changes
of
weather
conditions, human-related
events (riots, attacks)

PR7

Notification of
detected events

The system shall 1
produce
appropriate
notification
information
about
the
detection
of
events

E.g., when
accident

PR8

Geolocalisation
data
transmission

The system shall 1
propagate
the
information about
the
geolocalisation of
all
interesting
objects during the
shooting mission

E.g., drones, targets, POIs

PR9

Privacy
protection

The system shall 1
implement face
de-identification
methods
for
protecting (non
previously
ingested
e.g.,
crowd) detected
human targets

detecting

an

4.3. Shooting Requirements
An important aspect of MULTIDRONE media production requirements is related to drone
shooting and drone cinematography, as a MULTIDRONE goal is to define a language of
drone cinematography, which is currently at its infancy. First, general multiple drone
shooting requirements are introduced that are inherent to multiple drone (i.e., multiple camera
shooting). For example, drones should not appear at each other’s’ field of view. Furthermore,
different cameras should produce A/V material having different feel, therefore same camera
perspectives and framing are best to be avoided. To this end, framing types (e.g., long shot,
close-ups) and drone/camera motion types are specified in this section. Drone/camera motion
types are defined at a single-drone level. Their combination at a multiple drone level is
essentially unlimited and offers immense opportunities to create new media experiences, to
be studied in WP4.
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4.3.1 General shooting requirements

Table 7. General shooting requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

GR1

No mutual
shooting

During multiple
drone
shooting,
A/V cameras shall
not shoot other
drones

2

GR2

Defined flight
patterns

Drones must be
able to fly along
patterns as defined
by the director

1

GR3

Avoid same
camera
perspectives

Drones
should
avoid
shooting
same shot sizes
from same camera
angles

2

GR4

Rule of thirds
shot selection

The system shall
be designed in a
way that in case of
autonomous
shooting or in case
of
specific
tracking
of
subjects,
the
director
can
instruct the system
to put targets in a
position respecting
the so-called “rule
of thirds”

2

The director can make the
selection
during
the
planning phase or during
the event as well and he/she
can choose the expected
positioning of subjects into
the frame

GR5

Central
framing shot
selection

The system shall
be designed in a
way that in case of
autonomous
shooting or in case
of
specific

2

The director can make the
selection
during
the
planning phase or during
the event as well
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tracking
of
subjects,
the
director
can
instruct the system
to put targets in a
“Central framing”
position
GR6

Leave
Looking room
for subjects

The system shall
be designed in a
way that in case of
autonomous
shooting or in case
of
specific
tracking
of
subjects,
when
these subjects are
positioned in the
frame so to respect
the so-called “rule
of thirds”, the
“looking room” of
subjects
is
considered

2

i.e. This “looking room”
should give the subject
space to “look” into the
vacant two thirds of the
frame. In the application of
sports drone coverage it
should be recommended
that any player should be
placed on a “third line” of
the
shot
with
their
trajectory taking them into
the remaining two thirds of
the shot

GR7

Leading lines
detection

The system shall
be
able
to
autonomously
detect
leading
lines within the
frame or shot

3

Estimation and / or
detection of leading lines
(e.g. a defined and straight
horizon) in relation to the
subjects could be used in
sports drone coverage to
emphasize and lead the
viewer to the subject

GR8

180 degree
rule shot
transition
selection

The director shall
be able to instruct
the system to
follow the 180
degree shot mode
for shot transitions

2

The 180 degree rule states
that
the
once
an
“establishing shot” has
defined the side of the line
of action in which the
camera is placed any
subsequent shot should
remain on that side of the
line of action. In terms of
dynamic shots in drone
cinematography the 180
degree rule should be
considered to limit multiple
shots of a subject (e.g. a
player in sports coverage)
to the same side as the line
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of action defined by the
trajectory of the subject.
Drones should therefore
stay on one side of the line
of action. Effectively, the
180 degree rule means that
motion should therefore
never reverse directions on
the screen when changing
shot within the same scene
GR9

Reverse
angles shot
transition
selection

The director shall
be able to instruct
the system to
follow the reverse
angles shot mode
for shot transitions

2

Although this commonly
confuses the viewer, it can
sometimes be used to
generate
a
“confused
feeling” of narrative. This
is unlikely to be applicable
in sports based drone
coverage

GR10

Sun
avoidance

The director shall
be able to instruct
the system to
follow a mode that
avoids shots with
the sun in the field
of view

2

Ideally, the sun should not
be in front of the camera.
Such shots will lead to
potential
difficulty
in
dynamic range balancing of
the
captured
video.
Conversely, the sun being
behind the shot camera will
give the best lighting
quality. A shot with the sun
in the field of view can be
avoided through automatic
sun position logging and
trajectory adjustment, or a
manual setting of the
capture angles to avoid by
the director

4.3.2 Framing & camera motion types
A number of framing shot types and drone/camera motion types have been identified through
a survey on current drone cinematography. These are listed in the Table below along with
priorities related to the use of each type inside each of the MULTIDRONE scenario.
Additional details along with illustrations for some of these camera motion types are
provided in the technical report in Appendix B.
Table 8. Framing and shot types.
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Req Id

Name

Description

FT1

Framing
shot types

The A/V camera of each flying 1
drone of the drone team shall be
able to produce the following
shot types: Extreme Long Shot
(ELS), Very Long Shot (VLS),
Long Shot (LS), Medium Shot
(MS),
Medium
Close-Up
(MCU), Close-Up (CU), Overthe-Shoulder
(OTS),
TwoShot/Three-Shot (2S/3S)

OTS mentioned
here is an
adaptation of the
traditional OTS
shot in dialogue
scenes: The main
target is clearly
visible at a fairly
short/ short
distance, covering
about one-third of
the video frame,
while a secondary
target is visible at
the edge of the
frame and at a
much shorter
distance. Either
the main or the
secondary target
can be a
geographical
landmark (e.g., a
historical
monument).

CMT1

Still shot

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a fixed point
in space without focusing on a
specific visual target

Fits well with
ELS,
VLS
framing
types.
Visual
target
location is not
necessary

CMT2

Still Shot of
non-moving
target

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a fixed point
in space focusing on a specific
non-moving visual target

Fits well with
ALL
framing
types.
Visual
target location is
necessary

CMT3

Static Aerial The A/V camera of each drone 1
Pan
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a fixed point
in space without focusing on a
specific visual target and having
the camera gimbal rotating

Fits well with
ELS,
VLS
framing
types.
Visual
target
location is not
necessary.
E.g.,
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https://d3macfshc
nzosd.cloudfront.n
et/053007267_mai
n_xxl.mp4

CMT4

Static Aerial The A/V camera of each drone 1
Tilt
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a fixed point
in space without focusing on a
specific visual target and having
the camera gimbal rotating
slowly (up-down), in order to
capture the scene context

Fits well with
ELS,
VLS
framing
types.
Visual
target
location is not
necessary

CMT5

Static Shot
of Moving
Target

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a fixed point
in space focusing on a specific
visual target and having the
camera gimbal rotating, so that
the camera focuses on the
moving visual target at all
moments

Fits well with
ALL
framing
types.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
VkPwzjNkvsI&t=
2m16s

CMT6

Moving
Aerial Pan

The A/V camera of each drone 3
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a linearly
moving point in space without
focusing on a specific visual
target and having the camera
gimbal rotating slowly (leftright), in order to capture the
scene context

Fits well with
ELS,
VLS
framing
types.
Visual
target
location is not
necessary.
E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
F71CvVUTWDw
&t=2m18s

CMT7

Moving
Aerial Pan
with
Moving
Target

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a linearly
moving point in space, while
focusing on a specific linearly
moving visual target and having
the camera gimbal rotating
slowly (left-right), so that the
camera focuses on the moving
visual target at all moments. The
projections of the drone and
target trajectories on the ground
shall
be
approximately
perpendicular

Fits well with LS,
MS, MCU, OTS,
2S/3S
framing
type.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 1. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
OebMiGzPLbQ&t
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=1m47s

CMT8

Moving
Aerial Tilt

The A/V camera of each drone 3
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a linearly
moving point in space without
focusing on a specific visual
target and having the camera
gimbal rotating slowly (updown), in order to capture the
scene context

Fits well with
ELS, Fits framing
types.
Visual
target
location is not
necessary.
E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
NgCJXEWAqA&t=7
m14s

CMT9

Moving
Aerial Tilt
with
Moving
Target

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a linearly
moving point in space, focusing
on a specific linearly moving
visual target and having the
camera gimbal rotating slowly
(up-down), so that the camera
focuses on the moving visual
target at all moments. The
projections of the drone and
target trajectories on the ground
shall be approximately parallel

Fits well with LS,
MS, OTS, 2S/3S
framing
types.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 1. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
VkPwzjNkvsI&t=
0m12s

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene focusing on a
specific visual target and moving
sideways/in parallel to the visual
target itself, matching its speed if
possible. The camera gimbal
shall be stable and the camera
always focused on the linearly
moving visual target. The
camera
axis
shall
be
approximately perpendicular to
the visual target trajectory and
approximately parallel to the
ground

Fits well with
VLS, LS, MS,
MCU,
OTS,
2S/3S
framing
types.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 2. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
1hzlkx4o6c&t=2m25s

CMT10 Lateral
Tracking
Shot
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CMT11 Constrained
Lateral
Tracking
Shot

The A/V camera of each drone 2
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene focusing on a
specific visual target and moving
along the projection of the visual
target trajectory on a pre-defined
flight plane, matching its speed
if possible. The camera gimbal
shall be stable and the camera
always focused on the moving
visual target

Fits well with
VLS, LS, MS,
MCU,
OTS,
2S/3S
framing
types.

CMT12 Vertical
Tracking
Shot

The A/V camera of each drone 1
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene focusing on a
specific visual target and moving
exactly above the visual target
(forward/backwards)
itself,
matching its speed if possible.
The camera gimbal shall be
stable and the camera always
focused vertically down, on the
visual target. The camera axis
shall be perpendicular to the
visual target trajectory

Fits well with
VLS, LS, MS,
MCU,
2S/3S
framing
types.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 2. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
ccFhx1OvjdQ&t=
2m2s

CMT13 Pedestal/Ele The A/V camera of each drone 3
vator Shot
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene from a moving
(slowly flying up or down,
without rotating) point in space
without focusing on a specific
visual target, facing ahead and
with the gimbal stable

Fits well with
ELS,
VLS
framing
types.
Visual
target
location is not
necessary.
E.g.,
https://d3macfshc
nzosd.cloudfront.n
et/044246854_mai
n_xxl.mp4

CMT14 Pedestal/Ele The A/V camera of each drone 2
vator Shot
of the drone team shall be able to
with Target shoot a scene from a moving
(slowly flying up or down,
without rotating) point in space
focusing on a specific visual
target. The camera gimbal shall
be able to rotate (up-down), so
that the camera always focuses
on the linearly moving visual
target

Fits well with LS,
MS, OTS, 2S/3S
framing
types.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 2.
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CMT15 Fly-Over

The A/V camera of each drone 2
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot
a
scene
following/intercepting the visual
target from behind/from the front
at a steady trajectory, until
positioning over it and the
camera gimbal shall be able to
slowly rotate (up-down), so that
the camera always focuses on
the non-moving or moving
visual target

Fits well with LS,
MS, MCU, CU,
2S/3S.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 4. E.g.,
https://d3macfshc
nzosd.cloudfront.n
et/036643507_mai
n_xxl.mp4

CMT16 Reveal Shot

The A/V camera of each drone 3
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene with the gimbal
stable and the visual target
initially out of frame. The
camera shall be able to move at a
steady trajectory until the target
becomes fully visible

Goes well with
LS, MS, 2S/3S.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 3. E.g.,
https://d3macfshc
nzosd.cloudfront.n
et/049591328_mai
n_xxl.mp4

CMT17 Orbit

The A/V camera of each drone 2
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene with the gimbal
slowly rotating, so that the
camera always focuses on the
non-moving or linearly moving
visual target. The camera shall
also be able to move drawing
(semi-)circles around the visual
target, while simultaneously
following the latter's straight-line
trajectory (if any)

Fits well with
VLS, LS, MS,
MCU, CU, 2S/3S.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 3. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
1hzlkx4o6c&t=1m19s

CMT18 Fly-by

The A/V camera of each drone 2
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot
a
scene
following/intercepting the visual
target from behind/from the front
and to the left/right, passing it by

Fits well with LS,
MS, CU, MCU,
2S/3S.
Visual
target location is
necessary.
An
example
is
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depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 4. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=UO8sn5mUhg&t=
1m49s

CMT19 Chase/
The A/V camera of each drone 1
Follow Shot of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene following/leading
the
visual
target
from
behind/from the front at a steady
trajectory, steady distance and
matching its speed if possible
and the camera gimbal shall be
stable so that the camera is
always focused on the visual
target

Fits well with
VLS, LS, MS,
OTS,
2S/3S.
Visual
target
location
is
necessary.
An
example
is
depicted
in
Appendix
B,
Figure 4. E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
1hzlkx4o6c&t=2m0s

CMT20 Bird's- Eye
Shot

The A/V camera of each drone 3
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene slowly flying up,
with the gimbal stable and facing
vertically
down,
without
focusing on the visual target

Fits well with
ELS, VLS. Visual
target location is
not
necessary.
E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
1hzlkx4o6c&t=0m49s

CMT21 Moving
Bird's- Eye
Shot

The A/V camera of each drone 3
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene slowly moving
forward/backwards, at steady
altitude, with the gimbal stable
and facing vertically down,
without focusing on the visual
target

Fits well with
ELS, VLS. Visual
target location is
not
necessary.
E.g.,
http://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=
bseomnwCCO8&t
=3m4s

CMT22 FlyThrough
Shot

The A/V camera of each drone 3
of the drone team shall be able to
shoot a scene moving forward
and
flying
through
an
opening/gap/hole,
with
the
gimbal stable and facing ahead,
either focusing on the target or

Fits well with
ELS, VLS, LS,
OTS.
Visual
target location is
not
necessary.
E.g.,
http://www.youtu
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be.com/watch?v=
TKE5tciKaJ4&t=
0m31s

4.4. Basic multiple drone shooting effects and related scenarios
The existence of multiple drones/cameras in the MULTIDRONE system allows limitless
combination capabilities for shooting. Therefore, multiple drone shooting plans must be
detailed for the three experimental productions, so that the multiple drones are used in a
cinematographically meaningful way. The plans are different for each experimental
production, namely a) the boat race (DW), b) the cycling race (RAI) and c) the football match
(DW).
Each plan contains information of the MULTIDRONE system configuration to be used,
shooting plans, event/emergency handling plans and logistics/support plans.

4.4.1 Boat Race
Supposed path: 15 km (in a circle);
The international boat race “Rund um Wannsee” is famous for its mass start of more than 20
rowboats. Primarily, the leading two boats of the race will be tracked and filmed by the
drones. Alternatively, two specific boats (e.g. with well-known Olympic rowers) can be
picked prior to the start and will be shot during the race.
1.General planning
1) Personnel: one line producer (the boss - full control over drones), one director
(filming), one flight supervisor (control over ground station), two (scenario 1) or
three (scenario 2) pilots (one per drone), two or three cameramen, one technician;
2) Equipment: 2 or 3 adequately equipped drones, based on the production
requirements for the event;
3) Other data to upload to the system's dashboard: 3D maps of the region(e.g.
Google
maps),
pictures
of
main
athletes,
pictures
of
buildings/monuments/churches for opportunistic shooting;
4) Permissions: flight permission, A/V shooting permission, consent forms.
2.Pre-production day tasks
1) Define data needs;
2) Create and execute data collection plan;
3) Manage maps:
a. Create region map using optical mapping and LIDAR;
b. Register map with existing maps (e.g. Google map);
c. Attach semantics to the map, notably: ground station location XG,
emergency site locations XEi, covered event start location XT (i.e. the
beginning of the area covered by drones) and time t (time at which
cyclists are supposed to arrive at XT), no flight zones, crowd zones;
d. Generate flight plan and flight corridors.
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Scenario 1
1) Two drones involved;
2) Both flying in parallel in front of the boats (altitude: ca. 5 m, distance to boats: 20
m) (Chase);
3) One shooting Very Long Shot (VLS), the other shooting Medium Shot (MS);
4) When the boats approach the finish line (ca. 200 m to end) Drone 1 flies to finish
line and takes a long shot in 90° angle to the boats when they cross the finish line
(photo finish position) (LS, Static Shot of Still Target);
5) Drone 2 flies behind the boats and takes a Long Shot or Over-the-Shoulder Shot
(LS / OTS, Chase) of the boats heading towards the finish line.

Figure 7. Overview of Scenario 1 - Boat Race.
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Figure 8: Overview of Scenario 1 - Boat Race closing in on finish line

Scenario 2 (‘dancing drones’)
1) Three drones involved which never lose focus on rowboats;
2) Drone 3 is permanently flying parallel to the boats (altitude: 3 m) taking Medium
Shots (MS) throughout the race (Lateral Tracking Shot). This can also be OTS, if
multiple boats are always framed;
3) Drones 1 and 2 flying at same altitude (10 m);
4) Their starting distance is 100m between one another. Drone 1 is 50m in front of
the two rowboats, Drone 2 50m behind them, so the boats are exactly halfway
between the drones;
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Figure 9: Overview of Scenario 2 - Drones and flight patterns

5) Drone 1 flies much slower than Drone 2 (the one that “catches up”) in the
opposite direction (heading to each other and the boats which are halfway). Both
cameras focus on rowboats (First half of 2 opposite Fly-Overs);
6) Shortly before they would collide (ideally directly above the boats) they avoid
hitting by moving horizontally in different directions without slowing down and
losing focus on the boats (Moving Aerial Pan with Moving Target);
7) After they passed, Drone 2 flies 50 m ahead of the boats while Drone 1 removes
50m behind the boats (Second half of 2 opposite Fly-Bys);
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Figure 10: Overview of Scenario 2 - drones reacting to each other on approach

8) Here, the process restarts: both drones slow down and change their flight
directions, heading towards each other again;
9) This procedure is repeated until the race has finished.

4.4.2 Cycling Race
Supposed path: a 5-10 Km climb;

Figure 11. A small group of cyclists during a climb

Supposed cyclist’s group situation: a first small group with few cyclists (e.g. 3, one of them
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very well known), the rest of the group stretched to follow (with the ranking leader in it)
(Figure 12);
1.General planning
1) Personnel: one line producer (the boss - full control over drones), one main
director (filming), one MULTIDRONE editorial director (reports to main
director), one flight supervisor (control over ground station), three backup pilots
(one per drone), three cameramen, one technician;
2) Equipment: three adequately equipped drones, based on the production
requirements for the event;
3) Other data to upload to the system's dashboard: 3D maps (e.g. constructed by
drones or Google map) of the region, pictures of main athletes, pictures of
buildings/monuments/churches for opportunistic shooting;
4) Permissions: flight permission, A/V shooting permission, consent forms.

Figure 12. Drone team default configuration during a small group’s breakaway during a climb

2. Pre-production day tasks
1) Define data needs;
2) Create and execute data collection plan;
3) Manage maps:
a. Create region map using optical mapping and LIDAR;
b. Register map with other maps (e.g. Google map);
c. Attach semantics to the map, notably: ground station location XG,
emergency site locations XEi, covered event start location XT (i.e. the
beginning of the area covered by drones) and time t (time at which
cyclists are supposed to arrive at XT), no flight zones, crowd zones;
d. Generate flight plan and flight corridors.
4) Generate high level mission plan (Rules):
a. Drones starting positions (at time t);
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i. Aligned at 10m height on the imaginary starting line of the
covered area;
ii. 20m distance between drones;
iii. A/V camera pointing at the race’s road;
iv. Drones ready for cyclist recognition.
b. Drone 1 task;
i. If only one cyclist involved in a breakaway is recognized, one
drone has to follow him (the first drone which recognized the
cyclist, the other 2 drones will do different actions) (Figure 13,
Figure 14):
1. Position of drone 1: in front/above of the recognized
cyclist at 10 m linear distance at 45° altitude. This drone
precedes this small group moving along the same
direction, and the A/V camera tracks the recognised
cyclist even in case of his further breakaway. It will
shoot medium close ups (MCU, Chase);
ii. If more than one cyclist in a breakaway is recognized, the drone
has to follow the cyclist who has the highest rank (drones
which recognized the known cyclists have to compare their
ranking to decide which one has to be followed, when done
only 1 drone will continue to track the selected cyclist, the
other 2 drones will do different actions):
1. Position of drone 1: in front/above of the recognized
cyclist at 10 m distance at 45° altitude. This drone
precedes this small group along the same direction even
in case of his further breakaway. It will shoot medium
close ups(Chase);

Figure 13. Drone 1 follows breakaway
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Figure 14. Drones 2 and 3 do different actions

c. Drone 2 task;
i. The next task of the remaining two drones is to detect the
ranking leader, the first drone able to track the leader will
follow him during the whole path:
1. Position of drone 2: at ranking leader side (10 m
distance from the cyclist, 90°azimuth vs cyclists
trajectory, 45°altitude). This drone will shoot close ups
(Lateral Tracking Shot);

Figure 15. Recognising the ranking leader

d.

MULTIDRONE

Drone 3 task;
i. Only one drone remaining:
1. Position of drone 3: at group side, at the opposing side
of drone 2 with respect to the group (10 m distance
from the cyclists, 90°azimuth vs cyclists trajectory, 45°
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altitude). This drone will shoot long shots of the
stretched group of cyclists (Lateral Tracking Shot);
e. No drones should enter into each other FOV;
f. Drone swap policy:
i. At any time, at least two drones should be able to execute one
task:
1. Priority order (in case one drone has to go back to recharge other two drones has to re-plan their tasks
following this order):
a. Cyclist in breakaway;
b. Ranking leader;
c. Group.
ii. At any time, max three drones will fly simultaneously into the
shooting area:
1. Once a drone leaves the shooting area to go back for recharging, the replacement drone shall be already in the
shooting area, having taken-off from the re-charging
platform in due time;
iii. Drones have to land on the re-charging platform having at least
10% of remaining battery;
g. Define emergency handling policies;
i. In case of a system emergency, each drone has to fly back to
the nearest emergency site locations XEi;
ii. In case of a single drone emergency, the involved drone has to
fly back to the nearest emergency site locations XEi;
3. Production day tasks
1) Drone position initialization:
a. Automatically fly drones from ground station location XG to
emergency site locations XEi, event start location XT at time t0 < t.
Alternative: pilot does some drone position corrections;
b. Initial drone positions should satisfy cinematography rules defined
above;
c. Rotate the drone so that navigation camera looks along the expected
target motion direction;
d. Camera focal length/gimbal to satisfy cinematography rules above;
2) For each drone follow target and A/V shoot:
a. Localize drone in 6D using a) RTK GPS b) IMU c) visual localization;
b. If emergency is detected, handle emergency;
c. If drone swap is needed, implement swap policy;
d. 2D track the cyclist target;
e. 3D localize the target using: a) map b) 2D tracked cyclist ROI;
f. Use stereo navigation camera and LIDAR to detect obstacles;
g. If no obstacles, follow the target,
i. Else re-plan flight;
h. If director changes cinematographic camera focal length, he/she does it
slowly to avoid tracking loss. If tracking stops, he/she reinitializes
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tracking manually;
i. If mission ends, all drones return to ground station.

4.4.3. Football Match
1. General planning
1) Personnel: one line producer (the boss - full control over drones), one director
(filming), one flight supervisor (control over ground station), two (scenario 1) or
three (scenario 2) pilots (one per drone), two or three cameramen, one technician;
2) Equipment: two or three adequately equipped drones, based on the production
requirements for the event;
3) Pictures of main athletes;
4) Permissions: flight permission, A/V shooting permission, consent forms;
2.Pre-production day tasks
1) Define data needs;
2) Create and execute data collection plan;
3) Manage maps:
a. Create region map using optical mapping and LIDAR;
b. Register map with other maps, e.g. from Google;
c. Attach semantics to the map, notably: ground station location XG,
emergency site locations XEi, no flight zones, crowd zones;
d. Generate flight plan and flight corridors.
Scenario 1 (Star Player Duel)
1) Three drones involved;
2) All three flying in parallel to the pitch on the side-line;

Figure 16. Overview of Scenario 1 - Football Match
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3) Altitudes: Drone 1 10m, Drone 2 2m, Drone 3 2m;
4) Drone 1 tracks the ball shooting a Long Shot (Constrained Lateral Tracking
Shot or Static Shot of Moving Target);
5) Drone 2 and 3 each track a selected player in variable shot sizes (Constrained
Lateral Tracking Shot or Static Shot of Moving Target);

Figure 17. Overview of Scenario 1 - Individual Frames

6) When both players get too close to each other the Drones 2 and 3 avoid
collision by moving vertically in different directions without losing focus on
the players (Pedestal Shot with Target);
7) All drones avoid collision with the ball.
Scenario 2 (Always the Ball)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Three drones involved;
Drone 1 is flying in its flight corridor along the side-line;
Drone 2 & 3 are flying in their flight corridors along each goal line;
All drones track the ball;
Drone 1 takes a Long Shot of the pitch with focus on the ball. Altitude 10m
(Constrained Lateral Tracking Shot or Static Shot of Moving Target);
6) Drone 2 & 3 always follow the ball in y-position and altitude between 1m15m (Constrained Lateral Tracking Shot, Static Shot of Moving Target or
Pedestal Shot with Target);
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Figure 18. Variable Focal Lengths

7) Drone 2 & 3 always keep the ball in same frame size via variable focal length
(zoom);
8) All drones avoid collision with the ball.
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5. System Platform requirements
In this Section, the MULTIDRONE platform system requirements that have been devised in
order to detail the components required to cover the media production requirements are
described in detail. Drone platform requirements are detailed in Section 5.1, describing
physical (hardware) and perception/autonomy (software) related requirements, respectively.
On-board A/V camera recording and storage requirements are specified in Section 5.2.
System platform communication requirements, including video broadcasting/transmission
and control latencies are described in Section 5.3. Finally, requirements related to the ground
infrastructure, including the Studio interfacing equipment and the Dashboards, are described
in Section 5.4.

5.1. Drone platform requirements
User requirements regarding the drone platform are separated in two parts. Physical drone
requirements include all the elements referring to the hardware design of the drone platform,
including its ability to fly and its sensors. Software drone requirements are a reference for the
design of the software platform, including abstract description of the safety/autonomy and
perception algorithm needs.

5.1.1 Physical drone requirements
In the following table, the hardware requirements for the drone platform, including speed,
endurance, reaction time, controllability are described analytically.

Table 9. Physical drone requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

DP1

Emergency
handling

Drones shall be able to
autonomously
trigger
predefined procedures as a
response
to
predictable
system/sensor
failures/emergencies (e.g.,
battery/sensor failure).

1

DP2

Flight time

Minimum flight time of 20
minutes

2

DP3

Drone
ground
speed

Drones shall be able to fly
with a maximum ground
speed of at least 50 km/h

2
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DP4

Stable
drone
flight

Flight must be stable in
order to achieve stable
images.

1

DP5

Reduced
noise

Drones shall fly as quiet as
possible

3

DP6

Robustness
to adverse
weather

Batteries of drones and
drones themselves must be
able to work at low
temperatures, rain, wind,
high humidity.

2

5.1.2 Perception/autonomy requirements
In the following table, the software requirements to be implemented in each drone platform,
related to perception/autonomy and safety are analytically described.
Table 10. Perception/autonomy requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

PAS1

Obstacle
detection

Drones shall be able to detect
crowd, obstacles.

1

PAS2

Obstacle
avoidance

Drones shall avoidcollisions by
detecting and avoiding obstacles.

1

PAS3

Target/POI
detection/tr
acking/rec
ognition

Each drone shall be able to detect
and
recognize
pre-ingested
targets or POIs, (within a
predefined
estimate
of
accuracy).

1

PAS4

Predefined
list of high
level
control
commands

Each drone should understand a
specified list of high level control
commands, (predefined at PP6),
e.g, follow target, go to base
station.

1

PAS5

No-fly
zones

No-fly
zones
should
be
implemented in the system by
default.

2

PAS6

Defined

Drones must be able to fly along

1
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flight
patterns

patterns
director

defined

by

the

Drone
relay

Automated
replacement
of
drones (‘drone relay’) by
command or automatically when
e.g., their battery runs out of
power

2

5.2. On-board A/V equipment requirements
A/V recording equipment in a media production should be able to produce videos of
comparable quality to classical broadcasting environments. To this end, camera shooting
requirements, including gimbal control and A/V storage requirements are given below.

5.2.1. A/V Cameras
The installed A/V camera equipment and gimbal on the drone platform should be able to
conform with the requirements below.
Table 11. A/V Cameras requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

AVC1

API control

The
A/V
camera 1
installed on each drone
shall be controllable via
API (zooming, aperture,
etc.)

AVC2

HD streaming Direct HD streaming 1
while shooting (incl.
Facebook Live)

AVC3

HDR option

High-dynamic
range 2
option for improvement
of image quality

AVC4

Multiple
image
resolutions

Resolution possibilities: 1
c4k/4k/2.7k/FHD both
for streamed and stored
video.

AVC5

High bit rate

Bit rate of 50-100 Mbps 1
desired per stream

AVC6

Frame rate

Frame rate: 50/60 Fps 1
(for bullet time up to
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240 Fps)

AVC7

Gimbal
stabilization

Electronic
image 1
stabilization via gimbal

AVC8

Camera
on Moving
camera 2
moving head independently of drone

AVC9

Single-frame
shooting

Photography of at least 1
8 MP resolution

5.2.2. A/V Storage
For acquired video stored on-drone, the quality and duration of the recording depends on the
on-drone storage capabilities.
Table 12. A/V storage requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

AVS1

Enough
storage

Each drone in the drone 1
team shall be equipped
with a sufficient amount
of storage to store A/V
material
being
shot
during shooting missions
at the desired quality.

AVS2

Storage I/O

Storage I/O performance 1
shall be enough to
support recording of A/V
material at the desired
bitrate

AVS2

Removable
storage

It should be possible to 2
substitute storage devices
during
the
shooting
mission

Comment

E.g., for a 15 minutes
shooting recording HD
material at master quality
(about 50Mbps), each
drone shall have a storage
space of about 8 Gbyte.

E.g.,
during
turnover

drones

5.3. Communication requirements
The communication stream should be able to support live video streaming, in acceptable
quality and specified video formats, while accommodating drone control and relevant data
telemetry commands at the same time.
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5.3.1. Video Requirements
The following table reports requirements about the video downlink between each drone in the
drone team and the video receiving station (e.g. the OBVan).
Table 13. Video communication requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

VS1

Supported
encapsulation

The system shall support 1
MPEG-2 TS and RTP
encapsulation

VS2

Supported
codecs

The system shall support 1
MPEG-4 AVC (a.k.a.
H.264) video encoding in
the downlink

VS3

Supported
bitrate

The system shall support 1
a bitrate of the encoded
video essence of at least 8
Mbps and up until 12
Mbps per stream

VS4

Supported
resolution

The system shall support 1
full
HD
resolution
(1920x1080) as per Rec.
ITU-R BT 709.

VS5

Maximum
latency

The system shall present 1
a maximum end-to-end
one way video latency1 of
100 ms

Comment

5.3.2 Control requirements
Control requirements (particularly low latency) play an important role in controlling both the
drone flight and A/V shooting.
Table 14. Control requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

CTRL1

Control

The system shall present a

1

1

Comment

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/End-to-end_delay
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maximum control latency of
100 ms

5.3.3 Cybersecurity Requirements
Being a networked system, MULTIDRONE will be potentially prone to cyberattacks aimed
at hijacking the system and make it do malicious or dangerous things. This shall be avoided
by putting in place appropriate countermeasures.
Table 15. Cybersecurity requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

CS1

Robustness The system shall be 1
to
designed to be robust to
cyberattacks cyberattacks

Comment

Applied
both
to
control (drone flight)
and content (A/V
Camera content)

5.4. Ground Infrastructure Requirements
5.4.1 General Ground Infrastructure requirements

Table 16. General ground infrastructure requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

GIG1

Manageability
with current
moving
equipment

The system shall be 1
designed
to
be
manageable from within
a standard broadcast
moving facility (OB
Van)

The front end platform
shall
be
easily
accommodated in an
OB Van

GIG2

Moveability
during
shooting
mission

The backend drone 1
platform should be
easily moved from one
location to another
during the shooting
mission

The backend drone
platform could be
installed on a separate,
smaller vehicle than
the OB Van

GIG3

No interference All

MULTIDRONE

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

Comment

radio-based 1
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communications
between the system’s
components shall not
interfere with existing
infrastructure’s
communication

5.4.2. Studio interfacing equipment
Table 17. Studio interfacing requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

Priority
(1=highest,
3=lowest)

Comment

SI1

Standard
interfaces

All interfaces between the 1
ground station components
(drone backend and drone
frontend platforms) and the
studio / moving facility
shall be based on common
practice standards

E.g., video streams
shall be encapsulated
in RTP or MPEG-2
TS in the downlink.

SI2

Commodity
computing
hardware

The
ground
station 1
implementation should be
as much as possible based
on commodity hardware

E.g., storage units
implemented
with
commodity
hard
disks

SI3

Content
transport

Video sources generated 1
by drone A/V equipment
shall be transported to the
ground
station
encapsulated in IP packets

5.4.3. Dashboards
A complex system as the one here being specified need ergonomic and efficient user
interfaces that collect available inputs and controls in a single easy-to-use GUI interface (a
dashboard). In this Section requirements about these interfaces are specified.
Table 18. Dashboards requirements.

Req Id

Name

Description

DB1

Minimal
workflow

The system shall be 1
managed by a minimal

MULTIDRONE
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impact

number of controlling
dashboards

the OB Van, to limit
additional production
staff

DB2

Easy to use &
ergonomic

The
controlling 1
dashboards shall be
easy to use by nonexpert
production
team members

Minimise the need to
know
additional
technical details about
the drone backend
platform

DB3

Source mixing
and delivery

The
controlling 1
dashboards
shall
include functionality
to select and mix
video live sources
coming from the drone
team A/V equipment
and deliver the results
on
the
available
delivery channels

Source mixing can be
time-wise
(source
switch) or frame-wise
(composition,
PiP,
stitching)

DB4

Online shooting
mission control

The
controlling 1
dashboards
shall
present the necessary
interfaces
and
functionalities
to
control / modify the
shooting
mission
configuration during
the shooting mission

DB5

Management of
Notifications

The
controlling 1
dashboards will collect
and
show
the
notifications sent by
the drone platform
backend and allow the
user to manage actions
in response to specific
notifications

E.g., if an accident is
detected, a notification
is prompted on the
GUI and the user is
able to immediately
change
the
next
shooting action

DB6

Geolocalisation
display

The
controlling 1
dashboards shall show
the
position
of
interesting objects on
the maps during the
shooting action

E.g., each drone in the
drone
team,
the
targets, the POIs
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6. Production Logistics Requirements
6.1. Production team
When shooting footage with multiple drones according to the defined scenaria, the following
roles can be preliminarily foreseen. During the course of the project these roles will be
revisited. The final setup will be defined within D6.1.
1.
Line Producer: the "drone boss" - he has full control of the mission about the drones.
He’s planning the flight, tracks the drones’ parameters (flight corridors, GPS data, battery
status, drone ‘relay’, etc.), and makes sure that the drones do what they are supposed to. He
makes sure that no collisions occur and that the drones return on time to the team to change
batteries. He may be supported by a Flight Supervisor.
2. Director: the "creative boss" - he is responsible for the cinematographic and creative
aspects of the shooting from planning to execution. He tracks the process on the set and
orchestrates the cameras. He is able to initiate pre-defined drone and camera movements.
3. Flight Supervisor: where present, he overviews and controls the flight of the drone team
through a dedicated and optimised interface. The system allows him to check and react to any
event/change of plans etc. He reports back to the Line Producer.
4. Pilot: each pilot has control over one drone. He’s acting at the flight supervisor’s
disposition and takes over the control of the drone in case of emergency to avoid collisions
with other drones, objects or persons. From a legal point of view, he is responsible that his
drone does not collide with persons, other drones and objects.
5.Cameraman: a cameraman controls the drone camera. He is primarily needed when a
camera is used that moves independently from the drone (e.g., using a DJI Inspire 2 equipped
with X5S camera). The cameraman only focuses on the filming aspects of the camera.
6.Technician: the technician maintains the technology (drones, cameras, laptops, ground
station, etc.) used while filming on the move. He fixes smaller damages (e.g. change of
damaged rotors) and changes flat batteries.
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Appendix A: Terms, definitions and abbreviations
A.1. Glossary
Table 19. Terms and definitions.

Term

Definition

Drone team

The set of drones in charge of
executing a shooting mission

Control action

Any event resulting from a E.g., gimbal
command aimed at changing an change
aspect or feature of the drone team

Shooting action

A sequence of well-defined control
actions performed by the drone
team to accomplish a part of a
shooting mission

Shooting
mission

The sequence of shooting actions
taken by the drone team

Shooting
mission
configuration

The set of information (e.g. data
structures,
parameters)
representing the shooting mission
plan

Drone backend
platform

The set of hardware and software
components
controlling
the
shooting mission, GUIs and
dashboards excluded

Drone frontend
platform

The set of hardware and software directors, cameramen, operators,
components acting as an interface supervisor
to human operators

Ground station

The equipment running the drone
backend and drone frontend
platform

Visual target

Any real world entity object of E.g., a cyclist, a racer, a football
visual tracking by the drone team
player, a monument

Drone team
aerial
configuration

A
well-defined
geospatial
configuration of a drone team

MULTIDRONE

Comment

rotation,

focus

for each shooting action there is
always i) a target; ii) an expected
location, time, duration; iii)
framing and camera motion shot
type (possibly relative position
between camera, target, target
motion); v) drones involved; iv)
rules to respond to events.
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Drone
perception

The drone ability to become aware
of its environment through its
sensors

Multidrone
perception

The ability of the drone team to
become aware of the environment
through, e.g, accessing information
of other drone sensors
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Drone autonomy The drone ability to execute a
flight/shooting mission without
human
intervention,
while
reacting/making decisions to what
has been perceived and should be
done
Extreme Long
Shot (ELS)

A wide frame type in which subjects E.g., a building, cityscape
in the frame are tiny, with the
emphasis one providing scene
context to the viewer

Very Long Shot
(VLS)

The subject is only just visible in
the location. This can find a
balance between a ‘Long Shot’ and
an ‘Extreme Long Shot’ by keeping
an emphasis on both the characters
and the environment almost finding
a harmony between the two of them

Long Shot (LS)

A type of framing where the whole
subject is relatively small, small
enough to fit the frame

Medium Shot
(MS)

A type of framing in which the
target is emphasized and perceived
to be at a fairly short distance from
the camera, appearing quite large

Medium CloseUp (MCU)

A type of framing in which the most E.g., for a person this would be
interesting portion of the target is
from the chest or shoulders up
visible and perceived to be at a very
short distance from the camera

Close-Up (CU)

A type of framing where the size of E.g., for instance a person’s head
the subject is relatively large and seen from the neck up, or an
fills the entire frame foreground
object seen in detail

Over-theShoulder (OTS)

These shots are traditionally filmed
from just behind a person. They
tend to show the back of a person’s
head (often cutting off the frame

MULTIDRONE

E.g., a human figure from the
waist up

In
the
context
of
MULTIDRONE,OTS has been
adapted to a shot type where the
main target is clearly visible at a
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one shoulder, while the person is
typically talking to another one that
is fully visible and close to the
frame center.
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fairly short/ short distance,
covering about one-third of the
video frame, while a secondary
target is visible at the edge of the
frame and at a much shorter
distance

Two-Shot/Three- Often medium or long shots, these
Shot (2S/3S)
are shots of two or three subjects
appearing simultaneously in the
frame, arranged so that they are
equally visible. In traditional
cinematography, 2S/3S are often
used in interviews for establishing a
relationship between subjects
Region of
interest (ROI)

A region of interest (ROI) is a E.g., In an image or in a 2D
subset of an image or a dataset dataset: The ROI is defined by
identified for a particular purpose
given boundaries on an image of
an object or on a drawing

Point of interest
(POI)

A point of interest, or POI, is a E.g., A GPS point of interest
specific point location that someone specifies, at minimum, the altitude
may find useful or interesting
and longitude of the POI,
assuming a certain geodetic
system.

Rules

A sequence of predefined shooting
actions of the drone team in
reaction
to
predetermined
categories of events detected by the
system

Rule of thirds

The rule of thirds is a "rule of
thumb" or guideline which applies
to the process of composing visual
images such as designs, films,
paintings, and photographs. The
guideline proposes that an image
should be imagined as divided into
nine equal parts by two equally
spaced horizontal lines and two
equally spaced vertical lines, and
that
important
compositional
elements should be placed along
these lines or their intersections

Central framing

Central framing is where the This type of framing is most
subject of the shot is placed appropriate in less cinematic
centrally within the field of view
types of shots such as talking
head presentation styles
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Looking room

Looking room is the amount of
space between the subject and the
edge of the screen they are facing.
You should have more room in front
of the subject than behind

Leading lines

Leading lines are lines within an
image that lead the eye to another
point in the image, or occasionally,
out of the image. Anything with a
definite line can be a leading line

Lines of action

Lines of action are most commonly
formed as the joining line between
two subjects of interest within the
same shot / frame. However a line
of action can also to be considered
as the trajectory of a single subject
of interest

180 degree rule

In film making, the 180-degree rule
is a basic guideline regarding the
on-screen
spatial
relationship
between a character and another
character or object within a scene.
An imaginary line called the axis
connects the characters, and by
keeping the camera on one side of
this axis for every shot in the scene,
the first character is always frame
right of the second character, who
is then always frame left of the first

Reverse angles
shot

Reverse angles shot is a shot that
views the action from the opposite
side of the previous shot, as during
a conversation between two actors,
giving the effect of looking from one
actor to the other
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Fences, bridges, even a shoreline
can lead the eye. If one can pair
leading lines with a subject that is
placed according to the rule of
thirds your image should be very
strong

The camera passing over the axis
is called jumping the line or
crossing the line; breaking the
180-degree rule by shooting on
all sides is known as shooting in
the round

A.2 List of abbreviations
UAV
LIDAR
IMU
GPS
RTK – GPS
RFiD

Unmanned aerial vehicle
Light Detection and Ranging
Inertial measurement Unit
Global positioning system
Real time kinematic GPS
Radio-frequency identification
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API
GUI
RTP
IP
A/V
HD
FHD
HDR
OBV
ROI
POI
FOV
ELS
VLS
LS
MS
MCU
CU
OTS
2S/3S
SD
Mbps
Fps
MP
PiP
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Application programming interface
Graphical user interface
Real-time Transport Protocol
Internet Protocol
Audiovisual
High definition
Full high definition
High dynamic range
Outside broadcasting Van
Region of interest
Point of interested
Field of view
Extreme Long Shot
Very Long Shot
Long Shot
Medium Shot
Medium Close-Up
Close-Up
Over-the-Shoulder
Two-Shot/Three-Shot
Standard Definition
Megabits per second
Frames per second
Megapixel
Picture in picture

A.3 Requirements abbreviation list
BR
CR
FR
G
PP
PR
GR
FT
CMT
DP
PAS
AVC
AVS
VS
CTRL
CS
GIG
SI
DB

Boat race (Section 3.1)
Cycling race (Section 3.2)
Football scenario (Section 3.3)
General media production (Section 4.1)
Pre-production (Section 4.2.1)
Production (Section 4.2.2)
General shooting (Section 4.3.1)
Framing types (Section 4.3.2)
Camera motion types (Section 4.3.2)
Drone platform (Section 5.1.1)
Perception/Autonomy/Safety (Section 5.1.2)
AV camera (Section 5.2.1)
AV storage (Section 5.2.2)
Video stream (Section 5.3.1)
Control (Section 5.3.2)
Cybersecurity (Section 5.3.3)
General Ground Infrastructure (Section 5.4.1)
Studio interfacing (Section 5.4.2)
Dashboards (Section 5.4.3)
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Appendix B: Overview of drone cinematography for
sports filming
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Abstract
UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) or drones, are a recent addition to the technologies used
in audiovisual (A/V) shooting. As drone cinematography is expected to revolutionize A/V
shooting, this paper presents an overview of the state of the art in this area and proposes a
taxonomy of drone cinematography, particularly the one related to filming sports, where
targets (athletes) must be followed. Furthermore, it introduces the concept and advantages of
multiple drone cinematography. The novel combinations of multiple single drone camera
motion types, employed to capture videos that would be difficult or even impossible to obtain
with a single drone, essentially form the core concept of multiple drone cinematography. The
overall focus of this report is on shooting sports events, in order to provide the
cinematography background needed for the eliciting the broadcaster requirements in the
MULTIDRONE deliverable D2.1.

1. Introduction
UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) or drones, are a recent addition to the cinematographer’s
arsenal. Exploiting drones ability to fly and their agility, enables the capture of videos that
would be impossible to have otherwise. Drone cinematography is expected to revolutionize
A/V shooting, pretty much as Steadicam did back in the 70ies [GOL2016]. So far, this topic
was hardly researched at all and shooting is done primarily on an ad-hoc basis. It is obvious
that the potential use of drones in video production and broadcasting opens up numerous
opportunities for new forms of content, enhanced viewer engagement and interactivity. For
example, it immensely facilitates flexibility in shot set up and provides the potential to adapt
the shooting so as to cope with changing circumstances in wide area events. It also enables
the formation of dynamic panoramas and novel multiview and 360-degree approaches.
However, there are numerous problems that first need to be overcome in order for this
paradigm to be successful:
• A taxonomy of the new shot types/sequences that can be enabled through the use
of this new technology should be developed.
• A characterization of cinematographic constraints on these shots and an
understanding of the optimal parameters (position/viewpoint, orientation, relative
motion between platforms, camera parameters etc.) is essential.
• A clear way must be developed for incorporating these video parameters onto
MULTIDRONE
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drone flight plans in order to provide a constrained optimization of flight
parameters.
This paper is an overview of the current state-of-the-art (SoA) in drone cinematography.
First, we present the current SoA on the use of drones in movie production and broadcasting.
Up to date, autonomous drone shooting applications are simplistic and only support a single
drone, for planning and shooting. Then, a newly developed drone shooting type taxonomy,
specialized for describing the capture of moving targets is presented. We discuss the
limitations of single drone shooting, from the media production point of view. Finally, we
present the advantages of using multiple drones for shooting and introduce the new concept
through examples of multiple drone cinematography.

2. State of the art
Despite a number of legal restrictions, more and more live events in sport and entertainment
are produced with the support of drones. Drone footage adds value to the filming of concerts
and music festivals as it gives viewers a realistic view of the size and dynamics of the event
without having to use highly expensive equipment such as helicopters. A short overview of
the current use of drones in movie production and broadcasting is presented in Sections 2.1
and 2.2 respectively. Additionally, we overview the state-of-the-art in drone cinematographybased research in Section 2.3.

2.1. Drones in movie production
The use of drones in movie productions became common in the past years, being an efficient
way to achieve time- and cost-savings. Drones are substituting both dollies (static cranes) and
helicopters. They allow, for example, for pan shots starting inside a building and moving up
to an altitude of one hundred meters. Drones equipped with cameras can be used for shooting
inside and outside buildings. They are suitable for filming landscapes from different angles as
well as (car) chases in action movies. Literal birds’ eye views as well as 360-degree views of
persons and objects significantly improve the viewers’ experience. Probably the most wellknown examples of the use of drones in movie productions is James Bond - Skyfall (2012)
and The Wolf of Wall Street (2013), where they have been used to capture motorbike chasing
scenes and building overview scenes, that would otherwise require a helicopter to be shot.
The trend of using drones in movie productions will certainly continue and increase in the
years to come.

2.2. Drones in broadcasting
Drones offer broadcasters an attractive option for the live coverage of sports, weather-related
events and natural disasters as well as coverage of events in areas particularly difficult to
reach (e.g. in war zones). Drones literally deliver a new perspective on many stories.
News agencies have begun to embrace drones for aerial newsgathering. In early October
2016, drone footage became an integral part of the coverage by many media outlets to show
the destruction caused by Hurricane Matthew on Haiti [NBC]. In advertising, commercial
film producers have realised the cost savings than can be achieved by using drones. More and
more firms use drones for special visual effects, especially as the technology and the video
quality have improved considerably. As of sports, production companies that are specialised
on sport events use drones not only for beauty-shots but also as part of the general coverage
itself. For example, drones have been used in major international sporting events such as the
Olympics. Indeed, during 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi [SOCHI2014], Russia, and Rio
Summer Olympics of 2016 [RIO2016] the Olympic Broadcasting Services (“OBS”)
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established in 2001 by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) [OBS] used drone
cameras to cover several events. The use of drones during big sport events such as Football,
Olympic Games or Formula One might still be limited due to legal and safety reasons.
Nevertheless, in some niche events drones are already used extensively for video production
and distribution. One good example is the “World Rally Championship” (WRC), where drone
footage is a fundamental part of the broadcasting-repertoire. Also due to the close
cooperation between the WRC and the drone manufacturer DJI, several drone pilots are
involved in the production process from this year onwards. According to the WRC
organisers, drones allow close-ups from short distances and low altitudes without having to
fly above the cars or groups of spectators. The footage is stored on Micro-SD-cards that are
removed and processed after landing. Live streaming into the broadcasting studio is possible
as well, but has not been practiced at the WRC yet.

2.3. Drone cinematography
A recent research trend, is the development of end-to-end systems that are able to execute
specific single-drone shooting missions. An end-to-end system that guides a UAV outdoors,
in order to autonomously capture high-quality footage based on cinematographic rules has
been presented in [JOU2016]. Static shots based on well-established visual composition
principles and canonical shots, as well as transitions between shots are computed
automatically. In [JOU2015], the authors present a tool for interactively specifying camerabearing drone trajectories and camera parameters (e.g. camera look-at point) using keyframes. The planned shooting mission and the camera output can be previewed in a 3D
environment based on Google Earth. Once the results are satisfactory, a single drone executes
the shooting mission in order to capture the specified or pre-computed shot types, by
autonomously following the planned trajectory. In [SAEED2017], the authors present an
autonomous system that calculates the appropriate number of drones, in order to maximize
the coverage of targets from appropriate viewpoints. So far, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no research specifically oriented towards intelligent multiple drone
shooting/cinematography.

3. Drone A/V shooting
The various shot types in UAV cinematography can be described using two complementary
criteria: the UAV/camera motion trajectory and the framing shot type. Each camera motion
can be successfully combined with a subset of the possible framing shot types, according to
the directorial specifications, in order to achieve a pleasant visual result. The framing shot
types are primarily defined by the relative size of the main subject/target being filmed (if any)
to the video frame size. They are mostly derived or adapted from the ones found in traditional
ground and aerial cinematography.
Based on a visual inspection of sample UAV video coverage of outdoor events, we have
defined the following framing shot types in UAV cinematography: Extreme Long Shot
(ELS), Very Long Shot (VLS), Long Shot (LS), Medium Shot (MS), Medium Close-Up
(MCU), Close-Up (CU), Two-Shot/Three-Shot (2S/3S), Over-the-Shoulder (OTS)
[BROWN2016].
All the above-mentioned framing shot types are essentially the same as the ones used in
traditional cinematography. The only exception is the Over-the-Shoulder (OTS) shot type for
UAV cinematography. We have defined this as an adaptation from the traditional OTS shot
in movie/TV dialogue scenes, where the two targets are persons talking to each other and the
secondary target is shown from behind. In UAV cinematography OTS, the main target is
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clearly visible at a fairly short, or short, distance from the camera, covering about one-third of
the video frame, while a secondary target is visible at the edge of the video frame and at a
much shorter distance from the camera. OTS can be regarded as a variant of the Two-Shot,
with the main target being filmed as in a Long Shot or Medium Shot and with the secondary
target being filmed as in a Close-Up or a Medium Close-Up. Either the main or the secondary
target can be a geographical landmark (e.g., a historical monument).
Given a fixed, constantly visible target, the framing shot type in UAV cinematography can be
adjusted, in principle, by suitably modifying any combination of the following: the zoom
level (controlled by the camera focal length f), the camera gimbal rotation and the
UAV/camera world position. However, in most situations, simply altering focal length should
be sufficient for achieving the desired framing shot type. For example, transitioning between
any of the single-subject types (ELS, VLS, LS, MS, MCU, CU) is not only trivially
performed by adjusting the zoom level, but such an approach is the one that consumes the
least energy (i.e., drone battery power) w.r.t. moving the camera towards the target. When the
multiple-subject framing shot types are also considered (2S, 3S, OTS), transitions among
framing shot types may also require adjusting the camera gimbal rotation (e.g., so as to orient
it not towards a single subject, but towards the midpoint between many subjects) and the
UAV/camera position in world coordinates, in order for the proper shooting angle to be
achieved (especially in OTS shots). In the latter case, restricted flight zones and legal
requirements must be respected.
Besides the above issues, single-subject framing shot types are also affected by a directorial
choice regarding the visual arrangement of the target within the video frame. The most
common option is “central composition”, where the target being filmed is located at the
centre of the video frame, with the “Rule of Thirds” providing an alternative. In the more
visually crowded multiple-subject framing shot types, the “Rule of Thirds” should be the
preferred composition approach, according to conventional cinematography guidelines.
Filming one or more moving targets imposes a demand for the above adjustments to be
performed on top of, and in combination with, any gimbal or UAV parameter adaptations
required by the target and/or UAV motion. Thus, the desired UAV/camera motion trajectory
comes into play.

3.1. Drone Camera Motion Shot Types
Several standard types of UAV/camera motion trajectories have emerged since the
popularization of UAVs. As in the case of framing shot types, most of them are
derived/adapted from the ones found in traditional ground and aerial cinematography. For
sports coverage, the most important ones are the motion types that are relative to a (still or
moving) target being filmed, in contrast to camera motion types that emphasize capturing the
scene. UAV camera motion types involving actual target filming are briefly surveyed below.
• Static Shot of Still Target (SSST) and Static Shot of Moving Target (SSMT): Trivial
camera motion types. In SSST, the camera remains static during shooting and the
UAV simply hovers. SSMT is a static camera motion type, where the camera gimbal
rotates slowly so as to always keep the moving target properly framed, while the
UAV simply hovers [SMITH2016]. Both SSST and SSMT ﬁt well with all framing
shot types.
• Moving Aerial Pan with Moving Target (MAPMT) and Moving Aerial Tilt with
Moving Target (MATMT): Camera motion types, where the camera gimbal rotates
slowly (mainly with respect to the yaw axis for MATMT, and the pitch axis for
MATMT) so as to always keep the linearly moving target properly framed, while the
UAV is slowly flying at a steady trajectory with constant velocity. The target and the
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UAV trajectory projections onto the ground plane are approximately perpendicular
(MAPMT) or parallel (MATMT) to each other. MAPMT and MATMT fit well with
LS, MS, MCU, OTS and 2S/3S framing shot types. Graphic illustrations of MAPMT
and MATMT are depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Geometry of MAPMT (left) and MATMT (right) camera motion types.
•

•

Lateral Tracking Shot (LTS) and Vertical Tracking Shot (VTS): Camera motion types
where the camera gimbal remains static and the camera always focused on the linearly
moving target [CHENG2015][SMITH2016]. The camera axis is approximately
perpendicular to the target trajectory and parallel to the ground plane. The UAV ﬂies
sideways/in parallel to the target, matching its speed if possible (LTS). VTS is a
special case of LTS where the UAV flies exactly above the moving target, the drone
camera stays focused on the target vertically, and camera axis is perpendicular to the
target trajectory. Both LTS and VTS ﬁt well with VLS, LS, MS, MCU, OTS and
2S/3S framing shot types.
Pedestal/Elevator Shot With Target (PST): A camera motion type where the UAV is
slowly ﬂying up or down, along the z-axis, with constant velocity
[CHENG2015][SMITH2016]. The camera gimbal rotates slowly (mainly along the
pitch axis), so as to always keep the linearly moving target properly framed. The
projections of the camera axis and of the target trajectory on the ground plane remain
approximately parallel during shooting. PST fits well with LS, MS and 2S/3S framing
shot types.
Graphic illustrations of LTS, VTS and PST are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Geometry of LTS (left), VTS (middle) and PST (right) camera motion types.
•

•

Reveal Shot (RS): A camera motion type where the camera gimbal is static, with the
target initially out of frame (e.g., hidden behind an obstacle) [SMITH2016]. The UAV
ﬂies at a steady trajectory with constant velocity, until the target becomes fully
visible. RS ﬁts well with LS, MS and 2S/3S framing shot types.
Orbit (ORBIT): A camera motion type, where the camera gimbal is slowly rotating,
so as to always keep the still or linearly moving target properly framed, while the
UAV (semi-)circles around the target and, simultaneously, follows the latter’s linear
trajectory (if any) [CHENG2015][SMITH2016]. During shooting, the difference in
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altitude between the UAV and the target remains constant. ORBIT ﬁts well with VLS,
LS, MS, MCU, CU and 2S/3S framing shot types.
Graphic illustrations of RS and ORBIT are depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Geometry of RS (left) and ORBIT (right) camera motion types.
•

•

•

Fly-Over (FLYOVER): A camera motion type where the camera gimbal is slowly
rotating (mainly along the pitch axis), so as to always keep the still or linearly moving
target properly framed. The UAV follows/intercepts the target from behind/from the
front, flying parallel to its trajectory and with constant velocity, until passing over the
target. Then, it keeps ﬂying along the same trajectory for some time, with the camera
still focusing on the receding target. FLYOVER ﬁts well with LS, MS, MCU, CU and
2S/3S framing shot types. An example is depicted in Figure 4.
Fly-By (FLYBY): A camera motion type where the camera gimbal is slowly rotating,
so as to always keep the still or linearly moving target properly framed, while the
UAV follows/intercepts the target from behind/from the front and to the left/right,
passes it by and keeps on ﬂying at a linear trajectory with steady altitude
[SMITH2016]. The UAV and target trajectory projections onto the ground plane
remain approximately parallel during shooting. FLYBY ﬁts well with LS, MS, MCU,
CU and 2S/3S framing shot types. An example is depicted in Figure 4.
Chase/Follow Shot (CHASE): A camera motion type where the camera gimbal
remains static and the camera always focused on the target [SMITH2016]. The UAV
follows/leads the target from behind/from the front, at a steady trajectory, steady
distance and matching its speed if possible. CHASE ﬁts well with VLS, LS, MS, OTS
and 2S/3S framing shot types.
Graphic illustrations of FLYOVER, FLYBY and CHASE are depicted in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Geometry of FLYOVER (left), FLYBY (middle) and CHASE (right) camera
motion types
Examples of the various UAV camera motion shot types can be found in [MUL2017],
containing video links and associated metadata indicating the relevant video segments.

4. A/V shooting using multiple drones
Today the state of the art of film and television shooting with drones is essentially based on
the use of a single drone, which inherently leads to limitations compared to the use of
multiple drones. In Section 4.1, some of these limitations are presented, when shooting with
post-production editing (i.e. for TV programmes or movies), or filming of live events.
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Section 4.2 introduces the concept and advantages of multiple drone cinematography. Finally,
Section 4.3 describes Multiple drone cinematographic scenarios.

4.1. Limitations of single-drone shooting
The main types of shooting in typical media production are: 1) offline shooting with full postproduction editing (i.e. for TV programmes or movies); 2) filming of live events for deferred
broadcast and thus with potential post-production modifications (i.e. for deferred TV
programmes); and 3) full live events shooting (i.e. for live TV programmes) with limited
post-production effects. The disadvantages of using a single drone in each of these shooting
scenario are listed below.
In the first case (offline shooting with full post-production editing), the single available drone
works at different times to produce several takes, which are then processed and edited in the
post-production phase. This scenario has some serious limitations such as the fact that by
having only one drone one cannot have a true shooting of a scene in the very same moment
from different points in space (and hence from different points of view), but a single shot of
each subject or scene for each instant of time. This means that one has to choose whether to
create the edited video with less raw material or to extend the time (and costs) of shooting in
order to be able to film the scene from different angles pretending that the shootings have
been executed at the same time. In the latter case, however, especially for outdoors shooting,
as long as the shooting time changes, the scene illumination will never be exactly the same,
due to varying lighting conditions. Thus, colour correction during the post-production phase
will be required.
In the case of live events for deferred broadcasting, a scenario that allows post-production
modifications, we can assume that each scene is different at any time with no chance to
recreate it from different viewpoints if needed; uninterrupted shooting of such a scene by a
single drone is possible but, at any given time instance, the scene is still observed from a
single point of view. As a result that the amount of material available for post-production
activities is definitely smaller and, consequently, the artistic and creative possibilities for the
director are greatly reduced.
Finally, one-drone shooting of live events bears all disadvantages of shooting a live event
with a single hand-held camera. No extensive editing work can be done on images, if
necessary (these are limited to online video processing to enhance picture quality), thus, the
director must be able to capture each moment at best to give the end user an optimal fruition
experience. Among the limitations of using a single drone in the case of full live events
shooting, as mentioned above, the main one is that with only one drone one has a single point
of view of a subject or a scene in each time instance. Furthermore, the coverage of a whole
area of interest takes place slower than in a multi-drone environment, since one always has to
wait the drone arriving in a specific point in the space coming, for example, from distant
locations in the same area.

4.2. Advantages of multiple drone shooting
The use of multiple drones in A/V shooting is expected to offer the following advantages for
A/V production/shooting over the current State of the Art shooting technologies:
• Multiple drone shooting offers a broader range of angles. As multiple drones can
change their points of view very fast and fly at high/low altitude or near to/far from
the shooting target, this will greatly enhance the richness and artistic quality of event
coverage.
• Multiple drones can easily offer a view from above, if necessary to have an
unobstructed field of vision, while simultaneously providing also medium/close-up
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takes. Such a shooting style is not possible today using the classical combination of
ground crew and cable/spider/crane cameras.
Thanks to the possibility to have drones relays, one can extend spatial and temporal
coverage of the shooting.
Three-dimensional effects and new cinematography styles obtained through the
integration of different takes can be created, leading to a great enhancement of the
end-user experience through more dynamic and engaging cinematographic effects.
Multiple drone shooting is expected to need much less infrastructure than classical
productions, since the use of high spidercams (or even crane cameras) requires
building a complex and expensive superstructure and helicopters are expensive to fly.
Furthermore, multiple drones and the related infrastructure (broadcasting and docking
vans) are highly portable and reconfigurable.

Figure 5: Multiple drones employed for shooting a bicycle race.

4.3. Multiple drone cinematography
Conceptually, multiple drone cinematography (Figure 5) involves a multiple drone system
that controls a swarm of drones performing tasks specified by the director. Moreover,
multiple drone cinematography might also refer to the case where many individual drones are
employed to simultaneously shoot the same event. This section presents some interesting
scenarios and specifies the difference between these approaches. First, let us consider some
basic Multiple drone scenarios:
• Linear target following/shooting using multiple drones is the most obvious way of
using multiple drones, when shooting sports events. In such a case, the two drones can
be employed to follow the target from the front and from behind along the target
motion trajectory. Their shot types may differ, so that the two drones get
complementary visual information. For example, the front drone can shoot close-ups,
while the trailing drone can shoot long shots. Finally, a third drone can overfly and
follow the target to provide very long shots, i.e., a panoramic view of the event
(‘God’s eye view’). Of course, it is important that one drone does not enter the field of
view of another drone’s camera.
• Orbiting around target using multiple drones can be another interesting shooting
type. Such drone configurations can help creating new visual effects, e.g., rotational
views of the moving target.
A significant technical difference between linear target following using multiple drones and
orbiting around a target using multiple drones is the following. In the former case, each drone
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executes a different task, however, its movement should be constrained by the movement of
the other drones as well, e.g., in order to maintain similar distance to the target. In the latter
case, all drones essentially receive the same command, i.e., perform orbiting, and their
positioning must be controlled by formation-based techniques. Therefore, both cases should
be ideally handled by multiple drone co-operation, ideally a multiple drone system, and
cannot be easily addressed using many isolated drones. The above-mentioned scenarios are
illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Linear target following/shooting using two drones (left) and orbiting around target
using three drones (right).
Finally, we present a more advanced multiple drone scenario, namely the “dancing drones”
scenario. To this end, let us consider a media production scenario that employs three drones
in order to shoot a rowboat race, as depicted in Figure 7. At all stages, all drones should never
lose focus on rowboats.
• Drone 3 is permanently flying parallel to the boats at constant altitude performing
LTS taking MCU throughout the race.
• Drones 1 and 2 fly at same altitude, starting from a fixed distance between one
another. Drone 1 is placed in front of the two rowboats, while drone 2 is placed
behind them, so the boats are exactly halfway between the drones.

Figure 7: Advanced multiple drone shooting scenario
•
•
•

Drone 1 flies much slower than Drone 2 (the one that “catches up”) in the opposite
direction (heading to each other and the boats which are halfway). Both cameras focus
on rowboats (First half of 2 opposite Fly-Overs).
Shortly before they would collide (ideally directly above the boats) they avoid hitting
by moving horizontally in different directions without slowing down and losing focus
on the boats (MAPMT).
After they passed, both drones continue moving until Drone 2 reaches the initial
position of Drone 1, and Drone 1 the position of Drone 2 (Second half of 2 opposite
Fly-Bys).
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Here, the process restarts: both drones slow down and change their flight directions,
heading towards each other again.
• This procedure can be repeated until the race is finished.
As can be observed, conceptually simple (e.g., multiple drone orbiting) and advanced
multiple drone scenarios (e.g., the dancing drones) can be viewed as constrained
combinations of existing single-drone shot types, essentially defining multiple drone
cinematography patterns, that can be followed in many media production scenarios.
Therefore, multiple drone cinematography allows many such scenarios to be defined, opening
an exciting new field for technical and industrial applications.

5. Conclusions
The use of drones is a recent addition in A/V shooting for broadcasting and film making. As
drone cinematography is expected to revolutionize A/V shooting, this paper presents an
overview of the state of the art in this area and proposes a taxonomy of drone
cinematography, particularly the one related to filming sports, where targets (athletes) must
be followed. This taxonomy is thereby extended in order to formulate the concept of multiple
drone cinematography, having important advantages over single drone cinematography and
current state of the art.
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